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View Sentire as a double-page spread

Sentire Essence Magazine has been designed to be viewed as a double-page 
spread. To set up your viewer to do this, follow the instructions below:

Adobe Acrobat (recommended)
Open your PDF in Adobe. Go to the menu at the top of the page and click View.
Scroll down to the Page Display option. Click either Two-up or Two-up Continuous. 
It may automatically take you out of this so go back in to View as before, and Page Display. 
This time scroll down to Show Cover-Page During Two-Up and click this.

Macs
Open the PDF. It should automatically be in ‘Preview’. Go to the menu bar at the top of your 
screen and click View. 
Scroll down to the section which has Continuous Scroll, Single Page and Two Pages. Click 
Two Pages. You should now find your magazine showing a single page for the cover, 
followed by double-page spreads.

Windows: Microsoft Edge
As with a Mac, PCs have their own default for opening a PDF. 
As you come into the PDF, a menu will briefly appear across the screen then disappear. You 
can call this up again as follows:
Right click your mouse to bring up 
a menu. Click the option: Show or 
Hide Toolbar
On the menu, click the book page icon.
In the drop-down menu, click the double-page icon under Layout.
Click to turn on the option to Show Cover Page Separately. 

You can choose to open your magazine in a browser. We have found Mozilla gives the best 
results.
Mozilla Firefox: 
With the PDF open in Mozilla, go to the bar at the top right 
hand corner of the page. Click the double arrows to get the 
Tools menu. 
Scroll down the menu to ‘Odd Spreads’ and ‘Even Spreads’ and experiment with which one 
gives you the correct view of Sentire. It is usually ‘Even Spreads’ - this shows the cover on a 
separate page by itself, followed by the double-page spreads. 
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We have a vision here at Sentire: we wish to bring together people who feel 
deeply called to learn about, and share, the wisdom of flowers, land, animals, 
rocks and the wild places of this earth. Our passion is essences: flower 
essences, gem essences, environmental essences, etc. This gentle healing 
modality slips into the soul like a caress, acting like a balm for emotional 
turmoil and recalling us to our inner light, our clarity and our strength.

Like the teachers and contributors at 
the Plant Consciousness event, you 
and I know we need to listen in: to 
listen in to nature and to listen in to 
ourselves. Somewhere, in the wild 
hedgerows and woodlands, beside 
the dashing stream, at the foot of the 
mountain, wherever nature and 
human meet, a conversation begins 
to unfold. We hear - in the land, on 
the wind, in the trees, on the waters - 
the whispers settling into our soul,  
teaching us how to heal, how to love, 
how to have patience, how to 
recollect our power, how to give back 
to the Earth that gives so much to us. 

We become ‘ensoulled’, embodied, at one.

Essences provide us with a direct and living conduit back to this place. When 
we pick up a bottle of essences we are holding in our hands the energetic 
blueprint of a plant or tree, a gem or sacred space in the natural world. We 
can feel its energy without having to put any words around it. We can sense 
how it touches us and glean from it the path back to our own essence that it 
offers. I hope you will find inspiration and illumination in these pages and 
that this offering will be a gift that tends your soul. 

Blessings of the good earth to you, Rachel Singleton
Editor

Editorial
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When we think we need 

more self-discipline, we 

usually need more self-love

Tara Mohr
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Image: Lady's Smock 
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by Rachel Singleton

Flower Essences: 

Wild and Sacred 

Medicine

Flower Essences: 

Wild and Sacred 

Medicine
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Entering the Mystery
To enter the world of flower essences is to enter a hidden realm where the outer 
forms and energies of Nature meet and touch our inner psyche. It is a realm of deep 
communion and intuition; beyond ordinary reality but nevertheless informed by it. 
Entering this world involves moving through a portal to engage the hidden knowing 
within oneself - in effect, we journey from the left brain to the right, from yang to 
yin, from the apparent and concrete to the hidden and mutable. It is said by the 
shamans that ‘Nature is the visible face of Spirit’. When we enter the world of 
essences, we learn how to contact the inherent divinity present in Nature, harnessed 
in a form we can work with both practically and personally.
 
I see essences as potent drops of resonant life-force, gently connecting us to, and 
illuminating, the inner self that seeks to blossom into full expression. They 
commune with and tend our native soulfulness, bringing to the fore our hidden 
depths and yearnings, enabling us to open up a dialogue with who and what we are 
at our core. All of this unfolds with great delicacy and lightness of touch - 
something we quickly learn to appreciate about essences. The natural life-force of 
the flower (gem, environment, etc.) from which it is made, encapsulated in the 
tincture we then take internally, speaks to us essence-to-essence. Its innate harmony 
and fluidity recalls the same qualities inherent in us. And this gentle process, this 
subtle way into our entelechy, dissolves our habitual resistance in a way that is 
unique to essences - something we cannot help but trust and welcome. With 
exquisite lightness, essences serve to illuminate insights and a way of being within 
us that is born of the Self and feels meaningful and true. 

We reach for essences to help us work through our 
emotional responses with more grace and lightness. We 
use them to help us make sense of life and recollect our 
ability to respond with awareness. We call on them to 

help us balance internal truth with external demands and 
expectations.With them, we perceive easier ways to flow 

with life - and thus to flower.
 

Reclaiming our wild roots, we reclaim the part of 
ourselves that is resilient, sensitive, sure-footed and wise - 
the part of us otherwise ungrounded and overwhelmed by 

modernity.
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The Touch of Flowers
It is often the flowers - graceful and light-filled - that initially attract so many of us 
to the world of essences. We naturally welcome flowers into our hearts and minds 
with openness and gratitude, trusting their quiet grace, enjoying the light their 
presence bestows. Flowers are not only beautiful: they are also innately reassuring, 
gentle, pure and benign.
 
Symbolising that which is exquisite and untainted, flowers have long been connected 
with intimacy and love in our human history. We intuitively turn to them during any 
meaningful occasion and rite of passage in life: humans the world over give flowers 
for celebration, adornment, love and sympathy. We use flowers to express what we 
cannot and to go where our own words fall short, because they somehow articulate 
the depths of human experience in ways that are both elegant and non-intrusive. 

 Above image: making an essence
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They carry a quiet vibration of healing. As such,we are all of us already familiar with 
them. At some level we already love and trust them, we already know how to use 
them, and we already speak the language that exists between them and us.
 
Vibrantly full of life, plants have been around all of us for all our lives. Whether we 
have paid attention to them or not, they have been colouring the peripheral vision of 
our consciousness since we were born. From the common wayside plants that inhabit 
and enliven the natural landscape around us, to the cultivated flowers we find in 
gardens, houses and florists, we are used to them being there. It is a natural step then 
to use their gifts more consciously.
 

A Wild Yearning
Growing wild and free, adorning the landscape, lifting the energy of a place and the 
hearts of people, flowers are within - and yet beyond - the fabric of the everyday. 
Many of us come to essences in need of something that reaches into the fibres of our 
life, and our very being, at a rich and mystical level. We come seeking answers to 
hidden aspects of our self that we intuitively feel Nature can provide - or at least 
unlock. To reach for plants as medicine is what we humans have done throughout our 
entire history. We turn to them out of a deep need for that which is living, green and 
regenerative; native to the very same environment from whence we originate.

That plants can aid and heal us is indisputable; felt deep 
within the bones. Even in modern medicine, plants make up 
a third of the pharmacopeia - though their wild presence is 
often occluded by the chemicals with which they are mixed. 
When we turn to the plants, we come looking for our roots.
 

Many people now feel distant from the old plant lore handed down through the 
generations. Using the wild plants found on the boundaries of our cultivated lives, in 
hedgerows and untamed areas of the garden, we would know how to tend stomach 
upsets, an irregular or fluttering heart beat, hormonal imbalances, wounds, poor sleep 
and much more. However, this is a relatively recent departure, coinciding with the 
emergence of national health services and the synthetic drugs of allopathic medicine. 
This lore, once ours to own, now feels distant and even dangerous to people brought 
up in a new tradition. Within our parents’ and grandparents’ lifetimes, many have 
learnt to distrust or dismiss this wild knowing, even to fear it.
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And yet, even here, many people still yearn for the balm wild plants and wild 
knowledge brings. We still yearn to have our own healing back in our own hands, 
still yearn to know how to tend our loved ones when ill, and to pass on this 
knowledge and healing to our children for their empowerment. Indeed there is a 
movement, gathering momentum in many areas of life, to reclaim connection with 
our wild natures. It seems many of us are instinctively turning from a life that is too 
engineered and homogenised, too technological and sedentary, too controlled and 
compartmentalised - and too disempowering - towards something that has real 
responses to real life at its core.

The Soul's Calling
What is the specific call to the wild self that flower essences make?
 
A flower can be seen as the delicate pinnacle of a plant’s cycle, the point when it 
blossoms into full self-realisation, becoming all it can be. We can observe this most 
dramatically in tough and highly defensive shrubs such as Viper’s Bugloss, Rose or 
Gorse. Prickly thick-stemmed, rough looking plants such as these, when in flower, 
are transformed. They surrender to light, beauty, colour, openness and - in some 
cases - fragrance, when they adorn themselves with silken petals. They become 
something exquisite at the very moment when they also become most vulnerable.

It is as if, when the plant reaches the culmination of its growth cycle, it almost 
undoes itself, almost makes itself too light and airy a thing for this harsh world. At 
the point when it must show its inner fruits and nectar, its essence and virility, its 
deepest most secret self; at the point when it reaches the apex of refinement, it turns 
itself inside-out - gracefully and exquisitely exposed - and the world holds its breath 
in wonder. Transformed into the light-filled blossoming of its own vulnerable perfection, 
the plant reveals all. As it does so, we are caught in the wonder of its beauty. 

Something deep within us stirs. Do we catch the yearning 
to translate our own Inner Self into such light and 

gossamer expression; to claim the fulfillment of our own 
revelation? The promise of becoming that which the fully 
expressed flower offers us is profoundly evocative to the 
human soul. It is as if flowers make self-expression look 

easy and their glad ease recalls the possibility of this for us. 
They remind us of the good things that are our birthright, 

embodying for us sunlight, creativity, playfulness, 
spontaneity, grace and flow.
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Bird’s Eye Primrose essence: shamanic vision; seeing between the worlds
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Flowers remind us how simple a thing it is to Be; how natural and right; how 
freeing. In their light and beckoning presence, we become conscious of the yoke 
of modern life that we carry. Something in us softens and is gentled by them. We 
become lighter and more soul-full. Taking an essence, we accept the invitation to 
have our heart and soul touched; we accept the catalyst of transformation that 
presents itself to us with such intimacy and tenderness; we look at Nature, and our 
own nature, with new eyes.

Answering the Invitation
When a client comes to me looking for something to take away their emotional 
pain - a ‘natural’ way of feeling less - I begin by spending time with them 
exploring the possibility of a different journey, one that starts with acceptance and 
trust. Our feelings are our own exquisitely sensitive feedback system. We sense, 
we feel, we know. Learning the dance of our emotional self, becoming familiar 
with - and skilled at navigating - our inner landscape, discerning what to heed, 
what to discard and what to put aside to look at more deeply later, is part of our 
maturation process as a human being. Yet so many people shy away from their 

Viper's Bugloss Essence - 
sacred discourse. Restores 
gentleness and sensitivity; 

helps you stop using words to 
blame and criticise
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emotional sensing self through self-medicating ‘pacifiers’:  television, internet, 
sugar, alcohol, drugs, etc. Constant stimuli are now available and it is hard to resist 
their glossy allure. The cost of this is the loss of quiet time, of contemplation, of 
sifting and sorting through one’s thoughts at leisure, of deep rest and renewal in 
mind and body. Without this yin time to balance the yang-infused action-packed 
trajectory of our modern lives, emotions become frightening things, life’s mystery 
and sanctuary becomes elusive, and being alone in a room with oneself without 
anything to do can become deeply threatening.

Essences are a conduit back to the Self at ease and in 
balance.

Essences do not take the uncomfortable emotion away. Instead, they help to lead us 
through it. Like a thread of golden light, essences softly illuminate our inner 
essence. They connect us to that which is strong, pure and enduring within, and 
enable us to acknowledge that which is dark and uncomfortable. If we take 
chemical medicines for uncomfortable emotions, we can turn down the intensity of 
that felt emotion and the chain-reaction of stress hormones in the body. Sometimes, 
in certain situations, this may be necessary for a time to make life bearable. But the 
increase in prescribed medications for depression and for poor sleep is rising at an 
unprecedented rate. Are we all in crisis? Do so many people need to have the sharp 
edge of their emotions reduced and the sensing self somatised?
 
Emotional feedback is a part of our wellbeing. It indicates to us when things are 
wrong and shows where our attention and energy is needed to investigate and heal 
that which is out of balance. When we put the emotion to sleep, we risk shutting 
down the learning found there.
 
Rather than mimicking safety by dulling our senses, most natural therapies seek to 
recover our connection to our own innate healing. And this is especially the case 
with essences. They seem to invite us back to a part of ourselves that resonates at a 
high enough frequency to touch the healing that needs to take place in our 
consciousness.
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Internal Freedom restores External 
Balance 
What we are facing externally is only ever a 
reflection of a process we are working through 
internally. This has to be one of the most 
constant and important teachings known to 
humanity and is found throughout spiritual 
traditions the world over: ‘As above, so below’; 
‘the law of attraction’, ‘Karma’. However we 
want to phrase it, whatever we want to call it, the 
concept is the same.  The outer world reflects the 
inner, and the real change, the real healing, is 
done inside first, at the level of pure energy.
 
We are all energy. Everything is energy and has 
a particular energetic frequency. Our level of 
‘energetic coherence’ is met and matched by the 
world around us, like pieces of a jigsaw fitting 
together. How we are within ourselves at a given 
moment is reflected in how we experience the 
external world. To improve our life and health, 
we must work at the most fundamental level, to 
raise our energy level and our consciousness.

The Present Moment
I have personally seen how working with the 
pure blossoms of flowers as essences - an energy 
tool that is mystical, soulful, intangible and yet 
so deeply and universally felt - is a way of 
raising our energy and consciousness. It never 
ceases to amaze me when I place a bottle of 

Marsh Marigold - mental stress leading to physical 
fatigue. For allowing body and soul to regenerate when 

the mind has become too driven

essences in someone's hands (even a person who swears blind that they are not 
intuitive) without telling them what the essence is, what range it comes from or 
anything else about it, how accurate and insightful are the things they can tell me. 
And this is only from the energy emanating from that bottle! This is a knowing 
that is deep in our psyche. It is part of our lineage: part of our soul.

In regaining our connection to the gentle authority of the Self, attuned to and open 
to the uplifting harmony of Nature, we restore our right to live not just the science 
of life but also the mystery. Indeed, we recover something mystical that touches us 
like music or a beautiful sunset or the eclipse of the moon. 
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am Montgomery
We recover our knowing that, in this moment now of pure unchartered energy, 
anything can happen, everything is open to our influence; we can affect What Is. 
Whether we inhabit this ever-reaching moment from a level of habitually low or 
negative energy, or whether we inhabit it from a part of ourselves that is lighter 
and clearer, is the choice we make. Essences somehow illuminate the part of us 
that chooses a lighter way, repelling dense and stagnant energies, restoring the 
inner alignment to something 'higher'.
 
Thus the moment becomes our point of freedom and a place
where we can choose to deny life or to affirm it. As we become light enough to 
inhabit this moment with complete trust, so we flow with life and so we flower.



This article has been taken from 
Rachel's forthcoming book:

"A Wild and Sacred Flowering - The 
New LightBringer Essence Handbook"
 

Website: 
www.lightbe.co.uk

 
Photo Credits:

Title page picture and essence in the 
bowl by Richard Moulson

All other images by Bryan Singleton 
for LightBringer Essences

http://www.lightbe.co.uk
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Nothing ever goes away 
until it has taught us 
what we need to know
 
Pema Chodron

Image courtesy of Victoria Ann Wright
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Medicinal Activism: 
Becoming a Guardian of the 
Sacred Earth

by Fearn Lickfield



 

In this article, I will share some of my background and experience, and 
my tools and techniques for working with essences to bring balance, 
healing, and clearing to the land - from local to global.
 
TO DO THE WORK OUTLINED BELOW, YOU WILL NEED:
 

A pendulum for dowsing - if you prefer you can use your body
A selection of essences - whatever you have is great
A wand of wood, quartz or copper - this can be as simple as picking up a stick
Access to land - anywhere that you can safely do this work
Trust and Love - not to be underestimated!
 
 
 

With every glass dropper bottle in our personal apothecaries, we essence workers 
hold awesome power. Each plant, gem, tree, moss and mushroom essence has 
healing applications that we only glimpse with the brief descriptions available to 
us in the books and cards. Their potential for healing is so much greater than we 
realise.
 
These essences that we work with are multifaceted; profoundly wise and 
generous in their gifts to person, animal, place and planet. They are capable of 
awesome things and are eager, willing and ready to partner with us. Plants are 
evolving in response to changes in climate and environment. They are adapting 
and they are resilient. Their niche in native ecosystems has given us clues to 
understanding their healing qualities: but what about their role on the larger world 
stage at this time?
 
Our current environmental crisis runs deep. We know that everything is now at 
risk due to human greed and ignorance. But these are symptoms of a deeper issue: 
the illusion that we are separate, better than, or different from the rest of our 
earthly family. Essences can help us remember what it is to be human - even in a 
world that encourages distraction and disconnection from the natural source of 
our being. Essences can also help us work through the layers of despair, guilt, 
overwhelm, grief and rage that we may feel about the state of our precious world. 
They can help us reconnect and even transform.
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My Story
I came to this work powered by my deep love and appreciation for the wild Earth. 
From an early age, I knew that I would somehow work with Nature. I wanted to be 
of service, to give back, to help those in need.
 
My connection to the plants began when I worked as a vegetable farmer. 
Conventional education had left me craving experience 'in the field', so I sought out 
an apprenticeship. My first farming mentor was a strong and capable woman who 
also happened to be a witch. She opened many doors for me, including the awesome 
world of magic and Earth-based spirituality.
 

I realised that my pagan ancestors worked closely with the land
for the basics of life: food, medicine, clothing, shelter, water, fuel. Theirs was 

not just a practical relationship, but one of deep spiritual awareness. They 
knew their interconnectedness to the land, the plants and the soil; they knew 

the Earth is alive and responds to acts of love, ritual, and magic. 
 
Likewise, to me, it seemed entirely natural to gather in community to honour the 
sacred times of planting and harvest with ritual, song and dance.
 
However, the pressure to produce, and the human dysfunctional dynamics I was 
experiencing in the farming world took their toll. I was starting to burn out on 
straight rows. Something inside was spurring me onward. I took respite from the 
rigours of farming in a circular herb garden and read books about magic, herbalism 
and healing. It was time to follow my passions along a path that would become more 
subtle and deep with each important step. Each step added a a branch to my tree of 
knowledge and a tool to my belt. I have been blessed to study with great teachers as 
I became trained in Herbalism, Flower Essences, Dowsing, Geomancy, Druidry and 
Faery Seership. I now offer courses and consults in Vermont and beyond to share 
these powerful pathways with people who wish to learn.
 
Underlying my story, and guiding my path, is my strong desire to be of service to the 
Earth. This desire has driven my quest for knowledge and my offerings to the world. 
In our Druid tradition, when a person has completed their formal training (it never 
really ends!) they may choose to enact the Sacred Marriage where a person commits 
their life and love to the Earth. For me, standing within the massive megaliths of 
Stonehenge and making vows to the Earth in a circle of dedicated Druids, is a 
moment and a promise I will never forsake. 
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EARTH HEALING RITUAL
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What is a Guardian of the Sacred Earth?  
 

A Guardian is a skilled protector, compassionate healer, and magical 
medicinal activist; one who listens, sees, and acts on the subtle planes,  

for the sake of the Sacred Earth.
 
While there is so much more to this craft than I can relate in one article, I want you 
to gain enough understanding and inspiration that you can go out and do something 
good for the Earth with your essences. It feels important that this information is 
available to anyone who has access to the land and a desire to serve. There is much 
work to be done, and we can all tap in from wherever we are.

One thing that sets human beings apart from the plants is that we have feet instead
of roots, giving us mobility. Mobility brings both gifts and challenges. We are able
to travel to different landscapes, near and far, with the help of bike, train, car and 
jet travel. While some of these modes of transport contribute to climate change and
need to be used with awareness, they also give us amazing opportunities to expand
our work with the essences: we can bring a range of plant medicines to places
where they do not grow, but where their properties can affect great change.

Image of Guardians logo
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How do we know when to Act?   
 
The inspiration to work with the Earth - the land around or beneath you - can come 
to you in a dream, as a nudge, as an omen, or as a clear request. You may observe 
an issue on your land and want to do something to bring balance, clarity or health: 
for example, you might notice a lack of vitality in a section of the garden, or a 
heavy feeling when you enter a certain area of your home. Or you may identify a 
larger need in your local area or in the wider world - areas affected by 
environmental disasters, human destruction and shifting human consciousness.
 
Before beginning any Earth Work, first check your motivation. It is important to be 
coming from a place of empowered love and caring. If you are triggered, 
ungrounded, in reaction, or wanting vengeance, this is not the time to do this work! 
If you have a heartfelt wish to be of service, now is the time to act.
 
Setting An Intention
It is important to have a clear, simple, positive intention when doing Earth Healing. 
This will be your guide throughout the process and will act like a beacon to the 
Earth and other beings who will join you. You don't need to know the outcome or 
have a goal in mind. In fact, attachment to outcome can be a major obstacle in this 
sort of work, setting up a conflict of interest and limiting possible outcomes. 
Remember, you are working with an infinitely wise and powerful being - the Earth. 
She will take your offerings and use them as she sees fit.
 
Here is the intention I propose for the work I am showing you here:
 
 

"Our intention is to send essences into the World Wise Web
 to catalyse the re-membering of our interconnectedness 

and the healing of our world.“ 
 
 
There is power in numbers, especially when doing big work for the world. 
So let us go big together.
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The World Wise Web
Gaia - the Earth - is a wholeness: one profoundly wise and awesomely diverse 
being, consisting of billions of species and beings, all of them sentient. We find 
that some of these are physically manifest, but many others are unseen spirit 
beings. Gaia has a soul and destiny, and each being has a role to play in this 
destiny.
 
Gaia has a physical body as well as an energy body. Her energy body is 
illuminated and interconnected by meridians of life-force, or power. These 
meridians carry information. They are the invisible trackways used by the faery 
folk and other spirits, and they are the original interweb energising each cell in the 
body of the Mother.
 
There are several ways of working with the web. Some see grids of symmetrical 
crossing lines; others work with a more organic system which has energy 
meridians that vary in size, length, and spacing - including curves as well as 
straight lines. This latter system is the one I work with.
 
If you have ever experienced acupuncture, you know that we, too, are made up of 
many meridians, each with a unique role to play in the functioning of our whole 
system. The acupuncturist tunes into, and works with these in your body, choosing 
specific points along those meridians to place the needle to bring balance, flow and 
healing. As above, so below. When working with the Earth's energy system, I call
these Nodes or Nodal points.
 

I believe that our human meridian system is actually the microcosm of the 
Earth's system, and that we can plug ourselves back in to the “Mother 

Board” to recalibrate ourselves.
 
The World Wise Web connects us to everything. Depending on our intention, we 
can send healing into the local matrix of a small area, or transmit it to the entire 
globe. When we realise this in every level of our being, new worlds and pathways 
open for us. As Guardians of the Sacred Earth, these are the most important 
precepts for our work: Connection and Co-creation. The human part of the 
equation is NOT the most important. You might think you are leading this process, 
but in actuality you have been asked, and not just by me. Think of yourself as a 
conductor or mediator, reaching out to make conscious connection, asking 
permission, listening, including, and collaborating with all the stakeholders, most 
of whom are in the spirit realms.
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The Wand
You will need a wand or Earth Acupuncture 
needle to do this work. This creates the 
conduit through which you will connect to 
the web and send the healing. You may 
already have one that you would like to use, 
or you may need to find one. Again, 
although the tool is useful, do not get too 
caught up in the particulars.
 
Some good options include clear quartz or 
other crystals, the wood of certain trees, and 
copper. Ideally, the material you use will be 
long and thin, with a length between 10 
inches and 5 ft (if using a staff) and a 
diameter from ½ to 2 inches. You can dowse 
to discern what is the best tool for this work.
 
Another option is to set the intent of finding 
your wand for the work before taking a 
walk, and then keep your senses open to 
finding your new energy tool along the way.

Dowsing to select Essences for
Earth Acupuncture
For the purposes of this article, I am going to
assume that most people reading this will have
a basic ability to use a pendulum. As long as you can get a solid and consistent YES 
and NO response, you are good to go. I use a pendulum throughout the process to 
make sure I'm on track and connected, and will show you how to do the same.

Returning to the intention we have set: in your own space, with your essences before 
you, ask for the essences that will be most effective for this purpose.

Dowse over each box. For those boxes which give a YES response in the pendulum, 
dowse over each bottle until you find all the essences you will

need for this process. Any boxes that give a NO response can be set aside.

I recommend no more than 5 different essences maximum for this sort of work.
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Your mind will want to know why a certain essence, or set of essences, is coming 
forth to be offered in this way. There is currently very little information published 
about the actions of essences on land, water, air and earth; so at this stage you will 
have to trust. If you do this kind of work repeatedly, over time, you will start to see 
patterns and correlations. If you are strongly intuitive, the plants may also tell you 
exactly what they are up to.  
 
Finding the Nodal Point
Let us begin this work:

Take some time outside to ground and center.  Clear you mind and feel your 
connection to above and below. Breathe into your heart. 

 
 Ask to be in communication with the Genus Loci (Spirit of Place) as well as any 

other guardians of the land. Invite in your personal guides.
State your intent. Ask permission to do this work. Listen for an answer.
 
If you get a YES, ask to be shown the best place to work: the nodal point that  will 

best connect you within the given parameters of the landscape you are working 
with. To find this, turn slowly in place while gazing softly, 

with eyes and heart open. 
 
At some point you will feel a tug, buzz or tingle in a particular direction. Stop and 
face that direction. Now start walking, keeping your hands, heart and eyes soft and 

receptive. Again, you will feel a tug, buzz or tingle when you get to the node. 
Hone in on the best place to sink your wand, 

using your extra senses and subtle sight.  
 
If you own, and know how to use, L Rods (a dowsing tool used to locate tangible 
and intangible targets in the environment), you can use them to find the nodal 
point. However, remember that, whilst tools are great, ultimately they are just 
tools. They have no special powers: they are merely making our intuition visible. 
The most important tool is you and your body wisdom.
 
You may already have a sacred space outdoors that you work with, in which case 
you can do this work from there. We are often drawn to create altars and sacred 
space in places of natural power. These are places where the spirit world is closer 
and more accessible. The more we work with these places over time, the stronger 
and more connected they become.    
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SENDING ESSENCES INTO THE WEB
 
I will now walk you through a process for sending essences into the web:
 

Once you have the nodal point located, sink your wand into that spot.  
Sit or stand nearby with your pendulum and essences ready. 

Check with your pendulum to confirm that this is the best place 
for the working. 

 
Take some time with a hand on the wand to listen in, feeling into the 

spirit of this place. What do you sense? Perhaps there are additional instructions 
for your work at this point. 

 
Listen carefully. 

Take some breaths with the land. Feel yourself connected. 
Repeat your intention and ask for the support of the Genus Loci, the essences that 

you have chosen, and any other spirit helpers, to guide
this process. 

Use the pendulum again to confirm your connection 
and the arrival of the helpers.

When you feel ready, place three drops of each essence on to the top of your
wand as you call forth the potent powers of each plant. 

Now, put both hands on the wand and send the essences into the web with a 
hummmmm sound. This is the sacred sound of the bees which

vibrates the heart, bringing love and light into the web. Imagine the essences 
going into the web and touching the hearts and souls of all

beings who need this healing.  
 

Take another moment or more in silence, feeling into the web: 
sensing, noticing, listening.  

Give thanks to all who have supported this working: to Gaia, the Genus Loci, the 
guardians of place, the essences, the web and You!

Remove the wand and place your palm down on the place where the wand made 
contact with the Earth. This is a way of sealing the work with

your love.  
 

Record which essences you used, as well as your impressions 
and experience in a journal.
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For more information about Guardians of the Sacred Earth, 
the Green Mountain Druid Order and Fearn Lickfield: 

 
Website: www.greenmountaindruidorder.org

 
Images: courtesy of Fearn Lickfield, Alexa Sargeant and 

Shutterstock
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The Organisation of 
Nature Evolutionaries

 
in conversation with 

Pam Montgomery



Pam Montgomery is the founder of ONE. She has been investigating plants and their 
intelligent, spiritual nature since 1986. She is on the Advisory Board of United Plant Savers.

The author of Plant Spirit Healing: A Guide to Working with Plant Consciousness and Partner 
Earth: A Spiritual Ecology, she is passionate about furthering humankind's co-creative

partnership with Earth at this crucial time. In the following article, Rachel Singleton presents 
her interview with Pam about the vision of the Organisation of Nature Evolutionaries.

What led you to set up the
Organisation of Nature
Evolutionaries?

 
Originally, it was a platform for
myself and others to connect
through our work with Plant Spirit
Healing. We wanted to stay in
touch, sharing our insights and
experiences as we explored the
energetics of plants, coming
together and sharing with each other
our ideas and the work we were
each doing. We wanted to share
what was working. So we came
together to talk and to start to see
how we could reach more people
and have a larger impact. It was
mostly myself and my students at
this stage.

 
But then, as we started to do that,
we realised there was a much bigger
picture and that we really needed to
start looking at that. There are all
these people out there who are
interested in, and working with, the
plants and planet in a different
way – such as the way you and your
readers are working with essences,

for example. There are so many 
people doing amazing stuff all round 
the planet, and we wanted to engage 
with that bigger picture. So then, we 
just started dreaming and visioning. 
Next March will be our five-year 
anniversary, and our community and 
our work has really grown. 

S e n t i r e International Essence Magazine
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One of the fundamentals we work with 
is this idea that Nature is intelligent 
and has consciousness. In our Plant 
Spirit work, we realise how important 
it is to be in co-creative partnership 
with Nature and the rest of Life. This 
means we really need to listen and pay 
attention to this communication with 
Nature.
 
In the arena of the environmental 
movement, for example, I always feel 
there is a part of the jigsaw missing. 
It’s the spiritual piece; the sacred 
piece. We’ve got the seen and the 
unseen world and they are operating 
simultaneously; and if we only pay 
attention to the seen world, we’re 
missing half of it! It is so important 
that we tap into that piece of it, 
working together and working with 
both seen and unseen. Part of this 
means that we enter into direct 
communication with Nature 
consciousness. Which may lead you to 
ask, ‘How do we communicate with 
Nature?’ This is where we come in.
 
We want to see a change on this 
planet. We want to see the natural 
world being helped. Returning, for
a moment, to the environmental 
movement: if you are doing some 
work in and for Nature, then the sane 
thing to do is to open that work with

some kind of ceremony. I'll come to 
why in a minute. First, let me say that 
here, in America, that is a role that is 
largely given to the Native 
Americans. If you’re not Native 
American and suggest starting 
environmental planning or work with 
a ceremony, people roll their eyes 
back and say, ‘Well who are you to 
think you can do that?’And I feel like 
that’s a huge mistake. Everyone has 
this ability to commune with the 
sacred spirituality of life. This is not 
about religion or anything like that: 
this is about connecting to Life. If we 
ignore this, then that is so backwards. 
Bringing in that aspect is crucial.
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What do you feel it does when 
we a) reclaim the right to 
conduct and have ceremony for 
our own self and b) what that 
imparts when environmental 
work is commencing?
 
Ceremony is like a living 
conversation with Spirit. You become 
more aware that there’s something 
greater than you: this bigger aspect – 
Spirit – is what makes life live. Spirit 
needs to be fed, too. We need to be 
fed in order to live; well, so does 
Spirit. Through sacred ceremony, we 
give back. We become part of this 
'bigger thing'. As we recognise and

acknowledge it, we feed it. Ceremony 
and ritual creates this living cycle of 
interaction. It’s the ability to have a 
conversation with that sentient aspect 
of life, and ceremony sets the tone and 
the container for this.
 
It is a way to create a container which 
holds everybody and everything within 
that sacred space. Not just humans: 
you are bringing in the elements, the 
creatures, the plants. You include it all. 
We are part of this and so we really 
need to include it. We are not higher or 
better than any of it. Plants and trees 
have been here a lot longer than us and
they will be here for a long time after.
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Through ceremony, we set a 
conscious container that includes us 
all, and this sends the message to 
Nature Consciousness that we are 
here, we are listening to you, we want 
to be in partnership with you. It sets 
the intent.
 
So rather than us just going in 
and saying, 'What do we humans 
want to do about our human 
problem', and tuning our 
frequency to only one aspect of 
life, we are broadening our 
signal to take in the entire 
context - the living realness of 
that problem?

Yes, exactly. And I think the other 
aspect of this work is not to be 
discouraged when your efforts don’t 
seem to yield the fruit you want. 
What happened at Standing Rock last 
year is a really good example. 
Most of the tribes in America, and a 
great many white people too, all came 
together in sacred ceremony
to protest against the Dakota Access 
Pipeline. There was ceremony every 
single day of that gathering and, that 
was from the Native American Indians 
because it was their land; but it also 
included everyone who was there.
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Everyone was free to participate in 
the sacredness of gathering together, 
however they wished. It was very 
collaborative and tolerant.
 
In some ways, you could say that we 
failed; after all, the pipe went ahead. 
However, I think it’s really important 
to see what actually did take place in 
those days. There was massive 
healing: between whites and native 
Americans, and even between tribes.
 
And there was a ceremony which 
still brings tears to my eyes now, 
thinking about it. A young
military man was dressed in the 
cavalry uniform from the days of 
General Custer. He represented
the force that massacred all the 
Indians, and he led – with all these 
other people from branches of the US 
military, airforce, and so on, standing 
behind him – a whole ceremony 
asking for forgiveness from the 
Native Americans, for all the wrongs 
that have been done to them over the 
centuries. It was so powerful. They 
got down on their knees in front of 
this council of elders and asked to be 
forgiven. For that to happen in this 
country -where Native Americans are 
still treated like third class citizens
even now, living on reservations that 
are the most poverty-stricken places - 
was really immense.

So, I look at all that we are trying
to do to make certain kinds of 
changes and realise we have to be 
careful not to limit ourselves by 
thinking that the outcome has to go a 
certain way.
 
In the bigger picture there might
be something completely different in 
store for us. When we are doing this 
work, it plucks that string: every 
single big and little action, every 
single prayer, every single ceremony, 
every single action, has effect, one 
way or another. We might not be able 
to see those effects; they might 
emerge in a time beyond our own. 
But maybe we are planting seeds 
nevertheless. Maybe this is what we 
are doing right now. Maybe we are 
just beginning to scratch the surface 
of the soil and just beginning to plant 
those seeds for future generations 
who will see the results. And they 
might be able to tend to and harvest 
these plants, bringing them to 
fruition.
 
In the USA there is so much about 
instant gratification: everyone wants 
it all to happen now, but you know – 
things take time!
 
When I look back on everything that 
happened at Standing Rock, I think:
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'This was a seed that got planted 
where people gathered in peace and 
unity, doing ceremony together 
everyday; where different tribes 
and peoples set aside their warring 
and difficulties; and where, 
together, we were able to bring 
forth a bigger message.'

And the message was, water is life. 
That message went out big time, 
through all the media coverage. And 
that changes things. Even if it didn’t 
resolve that immediate situation - 
the pipeline still went ahead - it 
raises awareness and sends ripples.  

What defines a Nature 
Evolutionary?
 
Well, there's a few things. We are 
people who advocate Earth Rights. 
What does that mean? That’s a whole 
huge paradigm shift to even just 
wrap your head around! It’s 
beginning, though. There’s a few

countries that are putting it in their 
constitution. Here, in the US, there’s 
maybe two states that are going 
ahead and others where we are 
lobbying to get this into their 
constitutions. And then that also 
needs putting into practice – not just 
writing down. 
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For example, in New Zealand, the 
Whanganui River now has rights: the 
right to thrive, to right to be clean, the 
right to not be polluted. This is 
incredible progress. And this is 
unfolding now in other places around 
the planet. So we advocate for, and 
support, that development.
 
We come from this place of Nature 
Consciousness, of being tuned into, 
and in communication with, Nature 
Conciousness. We are really
seeking to be active, co-creative 
partners with Nature. And what we 
mean by Nature: the trees, plants, 
water, earth - all of it - needs to be 
able to have a Voice. And that is
the core of our work: to give Nature a 
voice.
 
One of the things we do to further that 
is Plant Initiations. This comes from 
the work of Carole Guyett.
We come together to spend three days 
with a particular plant or tree, all of us 
working with the same one. During 
this time, we seek to embody its 
essential nature however we can. Part 
of this is through creating masks, but 
we are also listening, taking time to be
with the tree. We have a council on the 
final night, where we sit around the 
fire, and each of us takes on an aspect 
of the tree and communicates our 
insights.

We just did this recently with White 
Pine, gathering together for a retreat 
and a time of sacred ceremony. We 
became the council of White Pine. 
This core idea comes from the work of 
John Seed and Joanna Macey - they 
called it the Council of All Beings. It's 
a well established way to go deeply 
into the plant or tree and embody it; to 
be a part of its true, essential nature.
 
What the tree is saying to you might be 
very different from what it is saying to 
someone else. But as we all share our 
insights together, we bring this 
comprehensive voice.
 
So, you can see that we work with 
sacred ceremony, we work in co-
creative partnership with Nature, we 
heed Nature, we give voice to Nature, 
we try to infuse the sacred into the 
green movement, and we recognise 
and live the truth that we wouldn't be 
here if it wasn't for plants and trees.
 
How can people who are 
interested, get involved?
 
People can go to the website and sign 
up for the monthly newsletter. 
We also do a teleseminar monthly, 
which is free, and we really encourage 
you to get involved in this. The last 
one was on the White Pine gathering 
and our next is with Clare Dubois of 
Tree Sisters. 
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Every six months, we work 
collectively with a theme. Currently, it 
is Trees of Life. So we are each, now, 
exploring that whole concept - 
together, and in our own ways. We 
also organise benefit events to raise 
money for ONE, which we can then 
use for our spiritual activist work. We 
encourage people to join us at these 
events - or to set up events of their 
own. Recently, with the devastating 
effects of the hurricane in Puerto Rico, 
there has been a great need for seeds, 
so we went to one of their benefit days 
and created a centre piece - or altar -  
where people could come and leave 
packets of seeds. It was very beautiful 
and helped show the meaning of 
people's offerings as well as 
encouraging them to donate. 
People can write articles for us, telling 
us about their experiences and their 
work, sharing their ideas. We publish 
these in our newsletter.

 

Our latest focus is to explore Earth 
Rights. We have Earth Rights as I have 
already touched on, but we also have 
Earth Rites - ceremonies and rituals, 
and finally we have Earth Writes - 
writing for, and giving voice to the 
Earth. Once a week, if you sign up, 
you'll get in your inbox an Earth Write, 
which is a one line inspirational quote 
with a beautiful image to help you 
focus on the positive. The state of the 
planet can feel pretty overwhelming 
and, sometimes, you can feel that 
anything you do is just a drop in the 
ocean. The Earth Write quotes remind 
you that we are in this together. 
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So it sounds like a support system 
of humans for each other, as they 
are supporting the planet. Is that 
right?
 
That's right. If you're not careful, you 
could get a little depressed every single 
time you see the news. In this last 
teleseminar on White Pine, a woman 
said she couldn't believe it: she felt she 
had finally found her tribe. We were the 
people she had been looking for. She 
had felt so alone.
 
The time of the lone wolf is over. We 
are done being these 'super-hyper 
individuals'. The way that we are going 
to survive here is to come together in 
communities and in a collective. This is 
what is being created here. And it's a 
good thing.
 
It is a good thing. In this work of 
deep communication you have 
been doing over many years now, 
what do you feel is the message 
you are getting from the plants?
 
Wow! Well, there's a few! One of the 
big things is Adaptation: learning how 
to adapt to a changing environment. 
This is both an external and internal 
environmental shift. To me, it means 
raising our consciousness. If we go back 
to our title of a 'nature evolutionary', 
what we are saying is we need to evolve

with the natural world. For humans, our 
evolution is of a spiritual nature. We 
need to raise our awareness to the point 
where we stop destroying the planet; we 
stop destroying life. That's what is really 
coming to me from the plants.
 
The rapid environmental changes we are 
seeing now are not going to stop - this is 
only the beginning - and we cannot bury 
our heads in the sand: we are going to 
have to make some changes here. We 
need to realise that the Earth and Nature 
are living beings and they have certain 
needs in order to live and thrive. Another 
critical part of our adaptation, is this 
notion that we humans are the crown of 
creation: we need to get over that! We 
need to raise our consciousness and see 
our role and our place in things very 
differently.
 
If you think about it, plants have always 
preceded their animal counterparts in 
evolution. That is just the way it is. So, if 
you look at these times we are in, you 
could ask yourself, how are the plants
preceding us right now?
 
Look at the massive explosion in people 
who are working with psychotropic 
plants, herbalism and flower essences. I 
mean, flower essences have only come 
around relatively recently and look at the
massive changes in this field - there are 
so many flower essence companies out 
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there now. And, of course, we have plant spirit medicine.
 
The plants are calling us to work with them on these vibratory levels. It is both 
powerful and profound. We don't even have to ingest them. For us at ONE, the 
focus is on our relationship with them: we are working together as allies, plants 
and humans. We are initiated by them; they are becoming the elders who are 
teaching and guiding us. They are showing us what it is to be part of the Nature 
tribe, what it means to be truly human - part of the collective rather than set apart 
from it.

 
Intitiation is about coming into adulthood: you step into your rightful place 
within the tribe. These days, most humans don't understand the concept of living 
collaboratively in a peaceful and sane way. The plants are preceding us and 
guiding us in our spiritual evolution. They are bringing us back to a spiritual 
ecology where we take in to consideration Nature Consciousness: the vital 
intelligence that is all around us and without which we would not even be here! 
This is spiritual.
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Flowers glorious flowers - nature’s magical gift to our planet. With an
infinite variety of colours, shapes, designs, geometries, sizes, scents,
support structures and petal configurations, flowers are the crowning glory
of nature’s magnificence. Found in every country, in every climate, in every 
season, many of them grow in, and survive, conditions which humans 
would not. In their strength, delicacy, resilience - and fleeting or enduring 
beauty - the tiniest wildflowers to the grandest garden flowers have much 
to teach us from a study of their physical characteristics alone.
 
Then there is the world of flowers which is unseen to most human eyes. 
Unseen – but always alive in nature and always communicating with us.
 
 
 
 
 
We may think it is the colour of a flower we are drawn to, or its divine 
perfume. We may love certain flowers because they evoke a particular 
memory, or they hold personal meaning for us. We may even believe that 
we choose the flowers we love. What if it is the other way around, and the 
flowers are really calling us to them?
 
Add soul language into the physical conversation between flowers and 
humans, and a whole other world opens up, with flowers ready to guide 
humanity to new horizons, exploring the truth of human potential.
 
 
 
 
 
There are structures and patterns within nature upon which our world is 
created. They may be invisible to our eyes, but we certainly do see, hear 
and sense them with every fibre of our physical and subtle, energetic being. 
The world unseen is one of orchestrated patterning and precise geometry, 
laid down, layer upon layer, from expanded higher vibrational ‘essence’ 
perspective to the frequency of condensed physical visible form.

Translating the language of flowers and nature

Flowers speak a language our soul understands 
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Life in essence form is not a random, ethereal, wafting mass: it is a 
highly designed blueprint of sacred geometries and information existing 
as the pure potentials for life to manifest itself from. It is pure life at 
higher vibrational frequency. Physical is not separate from essence. 
Physical IS essence, one and the same, at a different frequency or 
resonance of existence. When we look at physical nature, we are also 
looking at her essence and are absorbing it with all of our senses - 
obvious, and invisible.

Cosmos - For inspiration. Lifting your senses above the clouds 
of the mind to see the big picture, new horizons and images 
you didn’t even know existed. To draw in (in-spire) the grand 
visions and ideas you are looking for from the blueprint of all 
life everywhere.
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On a subtle level, we intuitively know what we need

Our soul is fully conversant with nature’s subtle language of sacred 
geometry, divine blueprint, and of each pure harmonic essence stored in 
nature’s vast library of our Earth. Our soul easily recognises what is needed 
from nature to repair, rebalance, and remember who we are. We are 
instinctively drawn to what we need.
 
As Dr Bach said, essences are not giving us anything we do not already 
have. If there is conflict between the mind and soul forces, we are distracted 
from hearing, feeling and sensing our own essence and the language of our 
soul. I often describe essences as the pure words of nature – they remind us 
of how good it feels to speak in harmony with our soul. All too often, we use 
words which have been passed down mindlessly through generations: 
words from society and from conditioned belief structures which become 
accepted without question – and which do not resonate at a soul level 
because of the way they make us feel.
 
Nature holds the harmonic library of words we need in order to dissolve 
conflict between mind and soul. Her flowers, trees, animals, birds, insects, 
plants, oceans, mountains and rivers speak the words we need to hear to 
remember the truth. Nature’s library of wisdom, both visible and invisibly 
written in essence code, is lovingly accessible for us to read at all times.
 
 
 
 
I encourage my clients to really listen to the specific words they use to 
describe their issues and concerns. Words are vibrational in nature. Put a 
sentence together and a vibrational pattern emerges based on the words 
blended in a single thought or spoken out loud.
 
If the words used are not making my client feel good, we look for those that 
do, to help them feel the resonant effect of spoken words, and the vibration 
of thoughts, on themselves and the physical world. Finding words which are 
in harmonic vibration with their soul feels uplifting for them. The effect their 
discordant words were having on themselves soon becomes more obvious. 
In creating an essence blend, a conversation between nature and my client 
begins. 
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Australia is my country of birth and home to my mum’s side of the family 
since 1850. The Australian Bush Flowers were my first introduction to 
essences. They spoke the harmonic words of nature I needed to help 
change discordant family patterns, passed down the generations without 
question.
 
I was introduced to the Bach flowers and the wisdom of British wildflowers 
when I studied my flower essence diploma with Clare Harvey. I worked 
with flower and vibrational essences for twenty years before the call came 
from my rural English garden to co-create essences from the flowers and 
trees growing here. I began with yellow crocus and ended up, six months 
later, with over 60 new flower essences.
 
Next, the inspiration came to start a flower farm, growing British seasonal 
flowers from seed, in our garden. With 90% of the flowers we buy in the UK 
being imported, there is a resurgence of interest and demand for British 
flowers which are local, grown - not flown, organic, divinely scented and 
wildlife friendly.
 
There is another way of looking at this interest.
 
We have wiped out many natural environments in the UK, beginning with 
practical necessity in WWII, when meadows were replaced with agricultural 
planting to grow food for the nation and ancient woodlands were cut down 
to use the wood for fuel and building material. These natural environments 
were not returned to nature afterwards. Nature had freely given up her 
sacred library spaces - libraries rich in essence and soul information, no 
doubt with the wish that it be returned to her after this need had passed. 
Instead, intensive farming methods and vast building projects took over, as 
the decades went by, with the nature that was left having to survive 
increased chemical usage and insensitive management.

The wisdom of flowers and nature is calling
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98% of our native flower meadows have disappeared in the last 70 years. 
Towards the end of the last century, it was looking as if our natural landscape 
had changed forever. But nature kept on calling, and more and more souls 
began to hear. People were increasingly feeling the need for nature, for a 
return to wild spaces and native wildflower meadows. On a soul level, people 
instinctively knew that their landscapes were out of balance, which was being 
reflected by the imbalances manifesting in society and in themselves.

Without the library of nature’s wisdom to read 
from, humanity begins to forget the truth.
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We may think that, just because something is wiped out on the surface, it
has gone forever. Nature knows better. Her hidden library of wisdom holds 
knowledge of her flora and fauna in essence form, ready and waiting for the 
right time to grow from invisible seed into physical form once again. We 
simply download this information from her hidden library, much like we 
download information through the internet. Those who understand how to 
translate her wisdom and speak her healing language are now feeling the 
call from nature to take action in ways seeded in the soul before birth.

Borage - A star-shaped flower with a light starry energy, to resonate 
deep into the heart which may have become weighed down or 
clogged with Earth density. Borage grows in ladder form up to the 
heavens, raising your attention to the stars.
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The language of flowers was seeded in my soul garden before birth. I have
always loved flowers. My mother and aunt were florists and great flower 
arrangers. I always knew that a farmer lived in me somewhere, and - just like
the spark which ignited in my soul when I first came across flower essences -
the same happened when I first glimpsed the term ‘flower farming’ on the 
internet three years ago.
 
My garden sits amidst rural farming land. I know that it was once a flower field. 
I can feel it everywhere I walk. The morphic fields of resonant memory which 
hold the knowledge of life coming into form (see Dr Rupert Sheldrake’s work 
about morphic fields including A New Science of Life*), the essence of life 
stored in nature’s hidden library of intelligence, and the sacred geometries and 
divine blueprints of life, were all ready and waiting to be woven into physical 
existence from essence seed. My soul had called me to do my part, first 
through my own healing journey with flower essences, then to creating my 
garden flower essences, and now by growing my flower farm here.
 
I am planting seeds which feel like they belong here, and are natural to the 
energy and frequency of our garden, rather than following the market trends 
for what to grow.
 
Watching a seed grow is one of nature’s most magical acts of creation. Whole 
universes exist in the tiniest of seeds. From the tiny black dots which become 
vibrant red poppies to the graceful ovals which become towering sunflowers, 
listening to the seeds and learning from them about when to sow, when to 
plant out and what each flower needs in order to bloom, has become a new 
and wonderful learning and co-creative process. It is like watching the invisible
library of nature come alive. Seed to flower – a journey of miracles and wonder; 
with wisdom to be remembered at every stage.
 
Growing my flowers is love itself: a deep soul love. With my beloved border 
collies as my expert gardening team, every day is filled with new nature 
connections on my doorstep.

Flower Soul Seeding
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The flowers I am guided to grow are the words and geometries of 
nature which my soul recognises. The flowers call me to them. I am 
merely the conduit for nature's wisdom and I honour her choices.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In order to share these wise flowers and their live essence with people, 
I began with selling a few hand-tied posies at my garden gate. I quickly 
noticed flower medicine in action: people were choosing certain posies 
because of the flowers in each one. I knew the flowers were calling to 
their souls. Just by looking at the posies, passers-by knew what they 
needed. Creating each bouquet and floral design is an intuitive soul 
conversation I have with my flowers, every time.

 
In time, people began asking for specific flowers in their orders. What I 
had originally seen with my clients when they were choosing essences 
from pictures was now happening with the live flowers I was growing. 

Calendula - To feel ‘ahhh, that’s better’. For a deep sense of 
relief and release. Calendulahhh!
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Snapdragon - Lifts a sad heart to lightness again. It holds a very 
light, joyful, almost playful energy to remind us of the wonders of 
life shared with loved ones. For loss, for grieving. For those who 
feel their childhood was all too short because of life circumstances 
at the time. A very gentle, uplifting flower and essence filled with 
love.
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My flower farm pharmacy

 
IMAGES: 

Shelley Sishton
 

WEBSITE: 
www.shelleysishton.com

 
 
I am growing a live flower essence pharmacy. All my planting is intuitive: 
the nature spirits are my guides to tell me ‘what goes where’, to make sure I 
am in tune with co-creating - not dominating - nature’s divine plan.
 
I love to create free-spirited floral designs, natural bouquets, meadow 
garden posies and flower medicine wheels - all intuitively expressing 
nature’s library of healing intelligence and bringing the wisdom of flowers 
and nature alive. It is not just the wild places of nature that hold magic, 
healing and wisdom: it is all of nature - her glorious garden flowers, too.
 
And I love bringing people to the knowledge that the flowers they are drawn 
to, maybe even grow, are medicine for their soul, offering resonant words of 
flower wisdom for them: recalling peace, love, inspiration, forgiveness and 
courage; helping them to feel supported; and enabling them to understand 
their own soul language mirrored through the flowers calling to them, 
wherever they are. 
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FEARN LICKFIELD
Fearn Lickfield is director of The Green Mountain Druid School 
and teacher of Guardians of the Sacred Earth. She is a web 
weaver who facilitates the re-connection of the hearts of people 
with the Heart of Nature. She works as a certified flower 
essence practitioner, ecstatic dance leader, gardener, and 
medicine maker.
Website: www.greenmountaindruidorder.org

PAM MONTGOMERY
Pam has been investigating plants and their intelligent, spiritual 
nature for many years. She is on the Advisory Board of United 
Plant Savers and is founder of the Organisation of Nature 
Evolutionaries. She has authored books on Plant Spirit Healing 
and Plant Consciousness, and is passionate about furthering 
humankind's co-creative partnership with Earth.
Website: www.natureevolutionaries.com

SHELLEY SISHTON
Shelley’s passion is to bring nature’s infinite beauty and library 
of wisdom alive for today’s world through story, essences and 
organic gardening. She leads unique workshops about flower 
wisdom and flower medicine to inspire a deeper relationship 
with the flowers people know, grow and love. 
Website: www.shelleysishton.com

RACHEL SINGLETON                            
Rachel is an Advanced Essence Tutor and Therapist, training 
and mentoring both producers and practitioners. She lives in 
the mountains of the UK, surrounded by flowers and plants, 
communing daily with their gentle, wise teachings. She is the 
founder of LightBringer Essences and offers unique Soul 
Readings and Alignment Therapy to clients worldwide.
Web: www.lightbe.co.uk
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Photographers        

JAYNE JOHNSON - Jayne facilitates workshops and training in 
wild and remote places, inviting people to reconnect with the land 
and ancient ways of living. Her passion for sharing how she sees and 
feels Nature is also reflected in her photography, which she has been
interested in as a hobby for over 30 years.
Website: www.shamanismembodied.com  

 
 

RICHARD MOULSON - Richard is a wanderer with permanently
itchy feet. Wherever he goes, he always has his camera and 
notebook to explore with words and images. A constant in Richard's 
life is his connection to essences. As an Advanced Essence 
Practitioner, he gently guides others towards Empowered Change.

 
 

ALEXA SARGEANT - Alexa is an Advanced Flower Essence 
Practitioner, trained Counsellor, Embodied Relational Therapist 
and Wild Therapist with a passion for supporting reconnection to 
ourselves  to nature and  to each other. She lives and practices in 
Bury, Lancashire and can be contacted via her website.
Website: thewellofbelonging.wordpress.com

 
 

VICTORIA ANN WRIGHT - Victoria is passionate about flowers and 
photography, and happiest when combining both. Her images 
touch the soul with their essence of magic and beauty. An Advanced 
Flower and Vibrational Essence Practitioner, Victoria has her own 
range of flower essences: Flower Harmony. She works mostly with 
animals and with grief. She is a Magdalene Priestess and a Rose 
Priestess.
Website:  www.victoriaannwright.co.uk

http://www.shamanismembodied.com
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RACHEL SINGLETON - Editor and Designer                                             
www.lightbe.co.uk
I created Sentire from a passion for teaching others about essences and their 
exquisite healing gifts.18 years of producing the LightBringer Essences, and over 
two decades of working with individuals, has taught me  how deep we can go 
when we allow ourselves the gift of natural healing. I am qualified as an 
Advanced Essence Tutor and Therapist, training and mentoring both producers 
and practitioners. I offer Alignment Therapy and mentoring to clients worldwide.
 
LILY AYRE - Instagram and Website      
www.elementalefflorescence.com
I'm an Energy Alchemist and Sea Witch, offering unique sessions and healing 
journeys online and in person. My life's work is rooted in love, compassion, 
courage, and connection to Nature. I live and love with an open heart in South 
Wales, where I'm learning Welsh and co-creating Cariad Essences on the Gower 
Peninsula. I'm thrilled to be sharing the joy of Essences through Sentire.
 
ANNA CLAPP - Advertising and Assistant Editor
www.wildmooralchemy.co.uk
I recently completed my Advanced Flower and Vibrational Essences Practitioner 
training with Jackie Stewart, after using Bach essences for many years with my 
family. I live in the wild hills of the North of England with my husband and two 
children (and a menagerie of animals) and have been inspired to make essences 
in and around the land here. I love being part of a community, both online and 
off, and connecting with others underpins everything I do.
 
SHARON CURRAN - Social Media team                                              
www.soulflowertherapies.co.uk 
I’m an Advanced Flower and Vibrational Essences Practitioner. I combine my love 
of essences with Reiki, Access Bars and Soul Plan to facilitate deep soul healing. 
I'm passionate about empowering women to live life as their authentic soulful 
self and have a particular interest in inner child healing, overcoming fear and 
living the path of the heart. I'm also a facilitator of Global Sisterhood New Moon 
Circles - a sacred space for women who are committed to transforming 
themselves and the world.
 
AMANDA KRAWCZYK - Assistant Editor and Social Media team 
www.theessencebowl.co.uk 
Amanda has recently graduated as a Flower and Vibrational Essence Practitioner. 
Amanda is passionate about the transformative healing qualities of essences and
is - as a mother herself - deeply drawn to working with children and parents.
 
JACKIE STEWART - PR and Advertising                                    
www.flowerspirit.co.uk
Jackie is a Flower and Vibrational Essence Practitioner and Tutor who is 
passionate about how essences help us open our hearts to co-create a world 
that thrives on Love. She teaches a professional Essence Diploma, soul-
nourishing workshops - both online and offline - and holds sacred space in one-
to-one sessions. 

MEET THE SENTIRE ‘DREAM TEAM’
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Sentire has come into being through the efforts of a 

passionate and dedicated team of volunteers (see opposite) 

and an eloquent array of contributors.

If you would like to contribute to Sentire or join the Dream 

Team, please get in touch: sentireinfo@gmail.com

mailto:sentireinfo@gmail.com
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“Flowers remind us that we too are meant to 

flourish and blossom.
Splendid, beautiful, unique.” 

Rachel Singleton

www.sentiremagazine.com

http://www.sentiremagazine.com

